DREAMAPPLY PRE-EVALUATION PAYMENT PROCEDURE

On University of Bergamo website [https://en.unibg.it/](https://en.unibg.it/)
please select “dashboard” and login with your Unibg username and password

On the top right corner of the page select English language, then click
Registrar’s Office, Evaluation test

Click on registration to the evaluation test

Then select Dreamapply pre-evaluation, confirm and proceed

Please click “next” (you do not have to upload any ID document, as you will upload it later in DreamApply system)

Select “confirm and proceed”, “select the access to the test”
Then select “payments” in order to generate the payment advise.

In the following screen you will be able to generate the 30 Euro invoice.
Click on the red button “Paga con PagoPA” carry out the pay with credit card.

Please pay the fee, than you will be able to apply to our online pre-evaluation through the system DreamApply.
You can apply up to 2 Master Degrees.